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Abstract
The growing number of planned Earth Observa on (EO) satellites, together with the increase in
payload resolu on and swath, brings to the fore the genera on of unprecedented volumes of data
that needs to be downloaded, processed and distributed with low latency. This creates a severe
bo leneck problem, which overloads ground infrastructure, communica ons to ground, and hampers
the provision of EO products to the End User with the required performances. The EO-ALERT project
(h p://eo-alert-h2020.eu/), an H2020 European Union research ac vity, proposes the deﬁni on of
{\bf next-genera on EO missions} by developing an {\bf on-board high speed EO data processing
chain} tailored for {\bf Op cal} and {\bf SAR} payloads, based on a novel ﬂight segment architecture
that moves op mised key EO data processing elements from the ground segment to on-board the
satellite. EO-ALERT achieves, globally, latencies {\bf below ﬁve minutes} for EO products delivery,
reaching latencies {\bf below 1 minute} in some scenarios. The proposed architecture solves the
above challenges through a combina on of innova ons in the on-board elements of the data chain
and the communica ons link. Namely, the architecture introduces innova ve technological solu ons,
including on-board {\bf reconﬁgurable data handling}, on-board {\bf image genera on} and {\bf
processing} for genera on of alerts (EO products) using {\bf Ar ﬁcial Intelligence (AI)}, {\bf high-speed
on-board avionics}, on-board {\bf data compression and encryp on using AI} and {\bf reconﬁgurable
high data rate communica on} links to ground including a separate chain for alerts with minimum
latency and global coverage. Those key technologies have been studied, developed, implemented in
so ware/hardware (SW/HW) and veriﬁed against previously established technologies requirements to
meet the iden ﬁed user needs. The paper presents the development of the innova ve solu ons
deﬁned during the project for each of the above men oned technological areas and the results of the
tes ng campaign of the individual SW/HW implementa ons within the context of two opera onal
scenarios: {\bf ship detec on} and {\bf extreme weather observa on} (nowcas ng), both requiring
high responsiveness to events to reduce the response me to few hours, or even to minutes, a er an
emergency situa on arises. The technologies have been experimentally evaluated during the project
using relevant EO historical sensor data. The results demonstrate the maturity of the technologies,
reaching TRL 4-5. Generally, the results show that, when implemented using COTS components and
available communica on links, the proposed architecture can generate alerts with a {\bf latency lower
than ﬁve minutes}, demonstra ng the viability of the EO-ALERT concept. The paper also discusses the
implementa on on an Avionic Test Bench (ATB) for the valida on of the integrated technologies chain.
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